The Rules of the Support campaign “Let's support Ukraine”
1.

General provisions

1.1. The Rules (the “Rules”) of this Support campaign “Let's Support Ukraine” (the “Campaign”) provide the
procedure and conditions for the organization of the Campaign.
1.2. The Organizer of the Campaign is Era Finance Ltd. (a private limited company, company code C 92740,
registered at 29/14, Vincenti Buildings, Strait Street, Valletta VLT 1432, Malta) (the “Organizer”) which
acts as an intermediary of the electronic money institution UAB “Pervesk” (company code 304186270,
Gedimino ave. 5-3, LT-01103 Vilnius, Lithuania) and offers financial services available through the
platform https://bankera.com/ (“Bankera”).
1.3. The purpose of this Campaign is to support Ukraine by transferring the support to it through VsI “Melyna
ir geltona” (company code 303420560, address T. Sevcenkos str. 16H-66, Vilnius).
2.

Place, time and duration of the Campaign

2.1. The Campaign will take place on the Bankera platform while using the Bankera services.
2.2. The Campaign starts on 21/03/2022 at 9:00 am and ends on 21/09/2022 at 9:00 am.
3.

The participants

3.1. The participants of the Campaign are all Bankera customers (both private and business) who make SEPA
Instant payments (these are the payments that are executed 24/7 and are received instantly when payments
are made between all banks and financial institutions that are connected to the instant payment system
“SEPA Instant”) and / or use Bankera Visa Business Cards (the “Participant”).
4.

Conditions of the Campaign

4.1. From each SEPA Instant payment received or made by the Participant 0.05 EUR amount will be allocated
to VsI “Melyna ir geltona”.
4.2. In addition, the Organizer allocates 1% of the turnover of all payments made with Bankera Visa Business
Cards (except MCC 9311, 9399, 6012, 6211, 8398, 8661, 8398, 9399, 9402, 9222, 9223, 9311, 9702,
9211,4829, 6010, 6611, 6011, 6012, 4829, 9701, 6760, 6530, 6539, 6538, 6537, 6536, 6535, also does not
include cash withdrawals (ATM), original credit transfers (OCT) and account funding transfers (AFT)) to
VsI “Melyna ir geltona”.
4.3. The support to VsI “Melyna ir geltona” is transferred once a month for the previous month until the 7th day
of the current month.
5.

Liability of the Organizer

5.1. The Organizer is not responsible for the reliability and accuracy of the data of the Participants.
5.2. The Organizer is not responsible for the failure of telecommunications, servers, interfaces, browsers, banks
and other financial institutions or organizations.
5.3. The Organizer reserves the right to exclude from the Campaign the Participants who:
5.3.1. perform actions that are in conflict with laws and other legal acts;
5.3.2. publish content that offends the business reputation of the Bankera project, the Organizer and / or
honor and dignity of the persons representing or related to the aforementioned subjects;
5.3.3. hinder the organization of the Campaign.
6.

Intellectual property

6.1. All intellectual property rights of the Campaign belong to the Organizer.
6.2. Participation in the Campaign does not give the Participants any intellectual property.
6.3. It is prohibited to infringe any intellectual property rights of the Campaign, such as copying, modifying,
distributing the material and operating model of the Campaign without the express written consent of the
Organizer.
7.

Processing of personal data

7.1. The purpose of the personal data processing of the Participants is to perform the Campaign.
7.2. The basis of the personal data processing is the legitimate interest of the Organizer to perform the Campaign.
7.3. More detailed information about the processing of your personal data is available in the privacy policy at
https://bankera.com/privacy-policy/.

8.

The complaints and violations

8.1. All the complaints related to the performance of the Campaign should be submitted by the Participants in
writing during the Campaign, but not later than within 14 (fourteen) days from the expiration date of the
Campaign indicated in the Article 2.2 of the Rules.
8.2. The complaints must be sent by registered mail at the address of the Organizer indicated in the Article 1.2.
of the Rules.
8.3. The complaint is examined within the 30 (thirty) days after the receipt of it.
8.4. The disputes related to the Campaign shall be settled amicably. If the dispute cannot be settled amicably, it
shall be settled in a court of general jurisdiction chosen according to the registered address of the Organizer.
9.

Final provisions

9.1. These Rules apply to the organization of the Campaign and are valid during the execution of the Campaign.
9.2. The Organizer reserves the right to change the Rules during the validity of the Campaign. Information about
the changes will be published on https://blog.bankera.com and on the Bankera platform.
9.3. These Rules are published on https://blog.bankera.com and on the Bankera platform.

